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THOUGHTS AT DAWNING

MUSIC BY
Scott Joplin

Liu Yu
(927-779 AD)

It is early dawn, the moon is setting, and the third morning mist

begins to lift. I toss and turn on my pillow, between fitful sleeping.
\textbf{And waking.} 

My dreams are of flightless birds that 

\textbf{cling so tightly to the life they love.} From high in the Hellespont, the 

\textbf{wild geese call.} Or-1-oes twit-t-ter - mead sc參er. 

\textbf{Wild geese call.} Or-1-oes twit-t-ter - mead sc參er.
THE BLOSSOMS FALL AND LIE IN DISARRAY; THE PAINTED HALL IS DESOLATE.

AND SILENT, DO NOT SWEET Away THE CREAMY PETALS. LEAVE THEM.

THAT THEY MAY REJOICE THE DANCERS WHEN THEY RETURN TO THEIR RESIDE.